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I. PROGRESS REPORT

The original proposal outlined three distinct areas of proposed

work. The first of these (section IIA) was the theoretical study of

magnetic traps for neutral atoms.

A. MAGhTTIC TRAP FOR NEUTRAL ATOMS

We have made considerable progress in this effort. In Appendix A

are copies of abstracts describing some of our work that have been

submitted to meetings of the A.P.S. (Washington), the D.E.A.P.

(Connecticut), and the I.C.A.P. (Seattle).

The first magnetic trap we have studied is the one originally

proposed in the N.B.S. Special Publication 653, consisting of a mag-

netic hex'apole lens between two magnetic mirrors. Tom Bergeman has

'developed an -algorithm for calculating the field from the three

sources (two mirrors, one hexapole) at any point in space. The re-

sulting computer program allows us to generate field maps, and espe-

cially to consider the effects bf the fringing fields and other non-

.-. "*ideal aspects of the fields real magnets.

The second part of his studies was the calculation of the orbital

* paths of magnetic dipoles in this trap. le has studied a very wide

-. range of initial conditions, sometimes over a very tiny grid spacing,

'.
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in order to determine the volume of available phase space that pro-

duces stable orbits. Many of those plots are on. the next few pages.

The conclusion is that this particular configuration is probably

not stable enough for us to consider building one. Of course, such a

trap.made with ideal mirrors and lenses is stable. The effects of the
'5

fringing field of'the hexapole (spherical aberration) and the azimu-

thal variation outside the z = 0 plane compromise the obital stability

somewhat, but still allow a substantial range of parameters that pro-

duce metastable orbits. The serious degradation of the real trap ar-

ises from the curvature of the end mirrors. If the solenoids have

small diameters, the curvature of the "reflecting" surface eventually

returns the atom to the trap at such a large angle that the hexapole

can no longer contain it. This is clearly shown in the orbital plots.

If the solenoids have large diameters, their fields then extend well

into the hexapole lens and severely alter its properties.

We have concluded that this is not the best direction to pursue,

* but that we should concentrate our efforts in another direction. The

-- most promising configuration is the spherical hexapole or some varia-

* .tion of it (we call it a 'three coil trap'). It has the special ad-

vantage of being an absolute trap, rather than simply having dynamical

stability.

S..%;
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The Spherical Bexapole Trap

The spherical hexapole trap was first described by W. Paul in

l"xx?[?]. It consists of three current loops in parallel planes on

the surface of a sphere as shown on the left in the sketch below. In

a plane containing the axis of rotational symmetry, placement of the

small coils at latitude + and - 600 results in the well-known hexa-

pole geometry, but not the simple field of a standard hexapole magnet

that has straight line conductors. This is a simple consequence of

the different geometry.

SUPERCONDUCING4 -

for the spherical hexapole with the small loops at + and 60 lati-

t "
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plane) it is not zero. In fact, the field along the axis of the three

loops can be readily calculated for the geometry shown in the sketch

at the right above (taken in a plane containing the axis). The field

- Is

.ol' f ( 4Z9+)

In order to have the field zero at the center, we need (= 0)

"F-. -__-___

so that 9= 45g. This results in slightly different trapping depths

in different directions because the field is no longer that of a sym-

metric hexapole. Of course, we might want to choose the design so

that the field is never exactly zero in order to minimize the rate of

Majorana transitions to non-trapping atomic states. Plots of the

field along the axis for a few values of ) are shown on the next

..

page.

In order to contruct a.suitable spherical hexapole trap, we have

to do some elementary estimates. First, note that a fi'eld of 0.05 T

(500 Gauss) is sufficiently strong to stop (i.e., trap) atoms moving

at velocity about 5 m/s. Since our post-cooled atoms have a velocity

distribution centered at zero, 20 m/s fwhm, more than half of them

have velocity of magnitude 5 m/s or less. Therefore 0.05 T is a rea-

sonable design criterion.
' . 4 aes*.*..g.n
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If we consider a spherical hexapole made of ordinary copper wire

(not superconducting), then a primary design parameter is the power

dissipation and heat removal in the vacuum. Now consider a trap of

linear dimension characterized by a as shown on the previous page.

The power required to produce a field B in one of the small, end coils

is

where A is the cross section area of the coil windings. Sil the

field at the center of the large center coil is only 1/2(2 ti , -hat

at the center of the small coil, it requires a power Po/}"' and the

total power required for the trap is Po(1+1/r2 = 2.7Po.

For a reasonable size trap, we take a about 1 cm so that the end

coils are about 28 mm diam and the center coil is about 4 cm diam. We

choose the coils to be about 5 mm long and 5 mm high (A=2.5xlO ).

0 Then the power required is about 200 Watts.

Removal of this amount of power from the vacuum system is unwiel-

dy but possible. On the other hand, magnet coils operated at liquid

nitrogen temperature would dissipate only about one-tenth as much

power, and might be much better. The power would evaporate about 0.1

grams of LN2 per second, which produces about 5 L of gas per minute.

e ~ ~ .%l~ ~ ~ ~ '. ( . ,..** ~ **4* *..,- - . ..
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This is easily handled by a system similar to the one we presently use

to cool the sodium oven baffle plate. Furthermore, the presence of a

cold surface in the vacuum chamber will surely help to improve the va-

cuuM. A gate valve will be necessary to shield the trap from the heat

generated by the idling titanium pump. A sketch of an appropriate

. coil form is shown on the next page.

Of course, a suitable trap need not have the geometry discussed

above. It is certainly possible to produce a magnetic field configu-

ration with the desired properties using three coils of the same diam-

eVer. Such an arrangement might be easier to construct and to cool,

but it would not provide as much trapping volume for a given input

power.

It is therefore proposed that we construct a spherical hexapole

trap. The problem of how to detect trapped atoms is still unsolved,

but there are a number of possiblities. The simplest ones are des-

tructive of the trap's population, but using appropriate delays will

still allow us to'demonstrate and measure the trapping time. The

orbit calculating programs written by T. Bergeman at Stony Brook are

readily adaptable to the spherical hexapole, and can surely be used.

In all, the spherical hexapole seems like a most attractive path

for future work.
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B. COMPUTER MODELLING OF DECELERATION

In section IIB of the or6.dnal proposal we promised work on com-
puter modelling of the decelration process. Many different calcula-

tions have been carried out, but the most successful one has been a

simulation of the experimental process we have called 'post-cooling'.

Section E below describes the delayed pulse deceleration we have used

in the laboratory at the N.B.S. in order to produce a sample of atoms

moving at essentially zero velocity. This process has been modelled

in some detail by Ivan So, a student at Stony Brook working under the

direction of Harold Metcalf. This section describes that modelling.

In these experiments a short pulse of light is applied to a sam-

ple of atoms having a velocity distribution resulting from the ordina-

ry laser deceleration. During the pulse, the velocity distribution is

shifted, broadened or narrowed, and distorted. On the next pages are

plots of the time evolution of the velocity distribution as calculated

by this nodel.

. Although only three plots are shown, this process has been mo-

delled over a wide range of experimental parameters. Plots on page 17

summarize these results. The purpose of these to to show that very

small changes in the laser frequency produce significant effects on

the evolution of the velocity distribution during the pulse. This po-

ints up the need for very stable lasers and careful tuning. Of

5%
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course, this is consistent with our experimental observations.

* Ivan has made many other calculations, especially in the direc-

tion of further cooling. Under some conditions, this Short pulse can

* produce a factor of five or more reduction in the width of the v'eloci-

ty distribution (fact of 25 in temperature!). We are trying to find a

domain of parameters where this prediction will be confirmed by exper-:

* iment, and still be consistent with the known optimum values of laser

power, tuning, etc.

* TL'XP0RkL EVOLUTION OF VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION

DURING; POST-COOLING PULSE

1,01

LASER DETUNI'NG - 320 4lHz

r~
4 9  (~SATURATION PARAMIETER -20
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% PLOT OF SHIFT OF VELOCITY (delta V) vs. LASER DEMU1ING FOR

VARIOUS VALUES OF LASER M~ENSITY (SATURATION PARMETrER RA:NCES

FROH 2 TO 40 IN STEPS OF 2)
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*0200 400 E6O0
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I50
PLOT OF SHIFT OF VELOCITY (delta V) vs. LASER DETU41NG FOR VARIOUS*

DURATIONS OF POST-COOLING PULSE.

Initial velocity - 5O u/s
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C. FOCUSSING OF SLOW ATOMS

In section IIIA of the original proposal we suggested that a mag-

netic hexapole lens would be ideal for slow atoms because its severest

constraints would be strongly relaxed. Since the focal length varies

as velocity squared, our slow atom beam al]ows a very short focal

length (i.e., very large f-number) an.d therefore very high collecting

power. The collecting power of a magnetic hexapole is inversely pro-

portional to the fourth power of velocity. Also, the highly monovelo-

city character of our laser decelerated atomic beam results in very

little spread of the focal focal length (chromatic aberration) of the

.5 lens. We have designed, built, installed, and tested the device shown

on the right in the diagram below. The electromagnets allow us to

vary the focal length as we vary the velocity. It has worked extreme-

ly well in the intended design domain. An abstract submitted to the

D.E.A.P. meeting in Connecticut is in Appendix A.

C,..
SN

..- ... . .
O. a.
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D. FIBER OPTIC VELOCI,$TER

We have designed and buit a fiber optic device for collecting the

data from the scanned analyzing laser. It is very compact and flexi-

ble as shown in the (crude) sketch below. The lens and lucite body

are arranged for proper index matching and optimal light collection.

Total internal reflection at 460 occurs at the angled face. This dev-

ice has been tested with simulated targets, but has not yet been in-

,.'. stalled in the atomic beam apparatus.

C 0I Ile.4C F ;16f,
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E. DECELERATION OF ATO!S TO ZERO VELOCITY

We have produced a sample of decelerated atoms with a velocity

distribution about 20 m/s FAIIM centered at zero velocity. This is

done by decelerating atoms to about 50 m/s as in our previous experi-

ments, allowing them to drift into the observation region in the dark,

and then illuminating them with a short pulse of light from the cool-

ing laser for further deceleration. We applied a short (70 - 250 ps)

pulse of light from the cooling laser, delayed 7 - 9 ms after the main

cooling process was terminated by the chopper. In order to do this we

added a rim section with a hole to one of the openings in the chopper.

We have called this process 'post-cooling", but this is really not the

best'label since cooling does not occur all the time (heating is pos-

sible!); it should really be called "second deceleration". In Appen-

dix A are copies of abstracts describing some of our work that have

been submitted to meetings of the A.P.S. (Washington), the D.E.A.P.

and the workshop on controlling atoms (Connecticut), and the I.C.A.P.

(Seattle).

In order to avoid optical pumping, as well as to bring he atoms

in the viewing region into resonance with the cooling laser at the

time of the short light pulse, we have applied a magnetic field in

this region. Two coils of 800 turns of 17 gauge wire are mounted to

produce a field parallel to the main cooling field. They are each

4.8 cm lng, 21 cm ID, and about 29 cm OD. They are separated by
. .. ']

I.

* •.. . ~ > h " . . ~ ,. ' * 5 ~S~*. ~ . . U ~ V '*i



about 24 cm center-to-center (NOT lelmholtz separation). The current

from the main solenoid is passed through these (in series) with the

power supply in constant current regulation mode.

We can estimate the velocity change in this process as follows.

' Consider a power-broadened Lorentzian absorption profile for atoms de-

celerating under the inluence of a counter-propagating laser beam.

The laser frequency is chosen to be belov resonance for atoms travel-

ling at velocity v. As the atoms scatter light and decelerate, they

move into resonance with the laser because of their decreased Doppler

shift. As time goes on they decelerate further and are Doppler shift-

ed out of resonance again, but now the laser frequency is above reso-

nance. The deceleration process is swept through the absorption pro-

file, and the average deceleration can be readily calculated by integ-

rating the profile 6ver the relevant frequency range. That range is

determined by the duration of the post-cooling pulse and by the power-

broadened width of the absorption profile. The result is

<a> = (106/b)arctan(b) where b = v/X -V)L for a frequency range symme-

tric about zero detuning (this symmetry gives a *maximum <a>). Of

course, this is an average over frequency, not over time. Using par-

- ameters similar to those of our experiments on March 15 and 16, the

maximum velocity change is about 85 m/s, in excellent agreement with

our measured value of 80 m/s. Even though this calculation replaces

" the time-averaged acceleration by its frequency average, and this ap-

proximation has limited validity, it is useful for order-of-magnitude

--

0::.
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estimates. Of course, if the laser tuning is not correct, and the re-

-sulting deceleration does not sweep symmetrically through the very

strong center of the absorption profile, the velocity change will be

much less.

.J

The first successful experiments using the post-cooling scheme

were done in December, 1983, and more definitive results were obtained

during January, 1984. We observed atoms decelerated to v=O in a velo-

city distribution of fwhm about 20 m/s. These atoms could be observed

in the observation region long after the end of the post-cooling light

pulse (few ms).

Unfortunately there were some ambiguities in interpretation of

the data that arose primarily from the frequency drift of the cooling

. laser between runs and from the accuracy of our perpendicular markers

in determining the point of zero Doppler shift. Although a careful

analysis of these problems did not show any significant sources of

error, we decided to eliminate them by a number of changes. The per-

pendicular markers were replaced by a saturated-absorption arrangement

which allows Doppler-free detection of the Na resonances. The spec-

trum analyzers were mounted in a thermally stabilized enclosure to re-0

duce their drifts. The signals from the 300 Mllz spectrum analyzer,

the saturated absorption cell, and the beat frequency diode were com-

bined in a summing network and fed to the second channel of the re-

*.' corder. All of this work resulted in a continuous and nearly simul-

. .,taneous record of the system parameters along with data.

0.C
A,.o,
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In March we used this excellent system to do more post-cooling

experiments, with much more well-defined results. For every run we

can determine the cooling laser frequency, monitor the analyzing

laser, and determine the point of zero Doppler shift with much less

uncertainty. The data of March 15 and 16 have been anLlyzed in some

detail. Since most of the signals appear on a sloping baseline, some

well-known properties of Lorentz lineshapes were used to extract

centers and widths from the data. On page 25 is a rough plot that

shows the dependence of the atomic velocity on cooling laser frequen-

cy, both with and without the magnetic field in the viewing (post-

cooling) region. It also shows the change in velocity produced by the

post-cooling pulse. The vertical bars (and numbers) show the width of

the velocity distribution. All of these quantities are given in units

of mm on the chart paper, and the proper calibration is provided. On

page 26 is a comparison of the measured velocity change with the va-

lues calculated from the model made by Ivan So. Finally (p. 27)

there is a copy of a typical set of data.

It is clear that we can decelerate atoms to v =0, and even re-

verse their direction. We can do this without a substantial increase

in the width of the velocity distribution. In fact, as the model cal-

" culations. described in part B show, there is a region of velocity

change where the width of the distribution is increased (heating), and

then further velocity change results in a subsequent decrease of the

width (cooling). The quantitative agreement with the model is only

approximate, but the qualitative features agree very well.

6



-One qualitative feature that does NOT agree is that further tun-

ing of the cooling laser to the red, beyond that of the frequency that

produces the decrease in the velocity spread results in heating.

Although this is still a mystery, our current best guess is that the

field inhomogeneity of the post-cooling magnetic field is responsible.

It allows atoms at other velocities to absorb post-cooling light.
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volocity distribution unporturbed
71 by post-cooling pulse of light.
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Abstract Submitted

for the Washlnrpton Meeting of' the

American Yhysical Society

23 - 26 April, 1984
Date

Pbysicrl Review Bulletin Subject Headin-
Analytic Subject Index in which Paper should -zlaced
Number 32.80.-t Cooling and Trapir.n

Mapnetic TrapDir of Neutral .Atom,* T. Bergeman
and H.J. Metcalf, S.UN. to' " .Y. 1179 -- A
scheme is proposed for trapping n-utral atons having

* -, magnetic moments .i using inhomogencous magnetostatic
*-.-fields.1 These relatively weak magnetic forces are

* especially effective on slow atoms because of the long
times they spend in the field gradients. Longitudinal
confinement in the cylindrically symmetric trap is
produced by magnetic mirrors, and transverse confinement
by a hexapole lens. Adiabatic precession of P along the
orbital path in the trap -'3 required to maintain
alignment of P with the .Jeld. Even though such a
configuration has leakage routes (it is not a "bottle"),
trajectory calculations indicate that over an
appreciable range of initial parameters, there are

orbits that remain bound in the trap for longer than .5
see., perhaps several sec. (in the absence of
collisions). This trap is ideally suited for the 10 m/s

*-. atomic beam at the N.B.S.2
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MACNLIC TRAPPING OF NEUTRAL ATOMS

TOM BERGMAN AND HAROLD METCALF

State University of New York
Stony Brook, New York, 11794, U.S.A.

In this paper we describe ideas for trapping of neutral atoms hav-
ing finite magnetic moments using magnetostatic fields [1,2]. Since
neutral atoms cannot be confined by forces from the interaction of a mo-
nopole with a simple potential, traps for them must exploit the interac-
tion between an atomic dipole moment and an inhomogeneous electromagnet-
ic field. Furthermore, unperturbed atoms do not have electric dipole
moments because of their inversion symmetry, so electric traps require
induced dipole moments produced by mixing states of opposite symmetry.
(This may be done efficiently with nearly resonant optical frequency
fields or with electrostatic fields.) By contrast, unperturbed atos
may have ground state magnetic dipole moments and these can serve to me-
diate the trapping force without ancillary production.

In order to confine any particle it is necessary to exchange kinet-

ic for potential energy, and in dipole traps the potential energy must
be stored in internal atomic degrees of ireedom. The immediate conse-

* quence of this requirement is that the atomic energy levels will shift
with position in the trap, and that these shifts will affect precision
spectroscopic measurements, perhaps severely.

A number of schemes for magnetic trapping of neutrals have been
proposed, and free neutrons have already been successfully trapped [3].
Although no traps for neutral atoms have yet been demonstrated, we have
been studying a variety of magnetostatic possibilities. The topics of
study are the design of such traps, methods of loading them, the nature

of the orbits of the trapped atoms, the trapping time, their stability,
* -and methods of detecting atoms in them.

Although magnetostatic traps are rather shallow compared with the
kinetic energy reported previously for laser decelerated atoms [4], new
techniques have been developed to make slower (but not necessarily col-
der) atomic samples [5]. Clearly it is now possible to decelerate ators
to v = 0, and even reverse their direction. Since the final decelera-
tion step [4] can readily be done inside certain kinds of magnetic
traps, preparation of an appropriate atomic sample and loading it intc a

"' -"particular class of magnetic traps is essentially a solved problem.

In one kind of magnetic trap [1], the atoms are confined along the
• z-axis by reflection between two magnetic mirrors composed of regions of

sharply increasing fields (e.g., near the ends of a small solenoid). A
magnetic hexapole lens [61 centered between the mirrors deflects diver,-
ing atoms back toward the z axis, but is not strong enough for absolute
confinement. The trap therefore has dynamic but not absolute stability
[2]. From detailed studies of orbits in this trap, we find that over a
very small range of parameters, the atom may complete up to five orbits

O (about 1/10 second) before escaping. The lack of long term stability
derives from the curvature of the surface of the magnetic "mirrors" atthe ends.

Another type of trap is the spherical hexapole trap first described

by W. Paul [7]. It consists of three current loops in parallel planes
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on the surface of a sphere as shown in
the sketch. If the small coils are
placed at latitudes + and - 300 the
well-known hexapole geometry results,
but as a consequence of the curved wires
it does not have the quadratic and sym-
metric field of a standard hexapole mag-
net. The most obvious difference is
that the field along the axis does NOT -
become zero at the center, but IS zero
at points away from the center and off
the axis. (The field at the center of a
spherical hexapole can be made zero with
the small coils at 45° latitudes.)

Suitable traps are certainly not restricted to the spherical hexa-
pole geometry. We have calcunted the field distribution from three
coils centered on the z-axis, symmetric about the x-y plane, having ar-
bitrary diameters, currents, and positions. We find, for example, that
approximately equal coil radii gives the deepest trap, but the minimum
field does not occur at the trap's center.

* Another important question under consideration is the possibility
of Majorana transitions to non-trapping atomic states. These are aost
probable as the atom traverses a region of low field. They can only
happen if the field change seen by the atom, dB/dt, is not parallel to B
so that the selection rules for a spin flip are satisfied. We are stud-
ying orbital paths to analyze various cases. The use of constant back-
ground field would eliminate problem but would compromise other trapidng
parameters.
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- sideraole aGvances in laser ceceleral.ion and cooling
of neutrai atoms. Because the observed density of
slow atoms in our experimentsi decreases very rapidly
with velocity, it would be useful to concentrate the
decelerated atomic beam. A magnetic hexapole lens
is ideally suited for this because the velocity distri-
bution of our atomic beam is narrow and centered at

" low speeds. We have installed such a lens in our
0 apparatus and found that atoms in a :0 to 100 m/s

velocity range are concentrated by a factor of five to
ten by the focussing; This has enabled observation
of much slower atoms with better S/NJ than was previously
obtainable1 . Because the lens' focal length F is
proportional to v2, we can use a relatively small mag-
netic field and large aperture. This field is produced
by electromagnets to allow variation of F in order to

- -optimize atcm collection as we vary the speed of our
"-N. decelerated atoms.
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9 ms after the main cooling process was terminated by a
mechanical chocer in the laser beam (see Ref. 1).
This allowed atoms to drift in the dark from the tapered
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over our previous results.1 We applied a short (70 -

250 1s) pulse of light, from the cooling laser, delayed
9 ms after the main cooling process was terminated by a
mechanical chopper in the laser beam (see Ref. 1).
This allowed atoms to drift in the dark from the tapered
solenoid to the observation region, 40 cm away, before
being irradiated by this short pulse. 1Ue found the
original distribution with FWHM of about 15 m/s, cen-
tered near 45 m/s, was decelerated and broadened and

" that the atoms were brought to rest. Atoms seemed to
be drifting out of the observation region in a time
(a few milliseconds) consistent with the region's

,* geometry and the width of the velocity distribution.
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LASER CUDLING O (F ATUMl'IC BEAMS'

W. 0. Phillips end J. V. Prodan

Electricity Division. National bureau of btandards

Washington. fG 20234

H. J. Metcalf

Department of Physics. State University of Hew York

Stony Urook, NY 11794

- and

J. Dalibard

Laboratoire de Spectroscooie Hertzie'nne, Ecole Hormale Suoerieure

24 Rue Lhonond, F 75231 Paris Cedex 05, France

Our ea:ller work on laser deceleration and coolin, of an atomic sodium

beam has been described extensively In the literature Ll-6]. This abstract

wIillI briefly review some of that work and describe the most recent work in

our Iaboratorv. In particular, we report ttte observation of zero velocity

atoms, the maqnetic tocussin9 of very slow atoms and some of our Plans for

the future.

* Most of our laser coolinq work has used a spatially varvinq maqnetic

field to. provide a varvinq Zeeman shift which cancels the varvinq Doppler

shift of the deceleratinq atoms. In this case, the coolinq laser is kept at

a fixed freouericy. which toqether with the maqnetic field determines .the

maximum velocity atoms which can be cooled, and the final velociiy achieved.

For some laser freauencies, atoms reach the end of the tapered solenoid
(which r-roduces the. spatially varyinq field) with a velocity so hiqh that.

. their chanqinq Doppler shift is unable to match the rapidly chanqinq

Zeeman shift as they exit the solenoid. lhe atoms 9o out of resonance

with the laser and emerqe from the solenoid as a continuous beam with a

narrow velocitv distribution whose shape is deoendent on the details of the

field shape. This beam is observed 40 cm from the maqnet, where the

maqnetic field is nearly zero. The smallest velocity observed in this
way is 200 m/s.

For other laser frequencies the velocity of the atoms Is never high

enouqh for them to qo out of resonance with the coolinq laser and they are

stopped near the end of the solenoid, never reachinq the observation region.
In order for very slow atoms to De observed, the cooling laser is shut off

and slow atoms drift in the dark .nto the obsevation region. where they are
detected. Atoms at least as slow as 30 m/s have been observed by this
technique.

% .
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Recently we have used an additional oulse of coollnq laser liqht to

further slow, stoP, and even turn around the very slow atoms In the observation

reqIon. We call this urocens "toost-cooli,.. ihe laer tuninq 15 adiunted

5o that atoms are broucqdt to rest near the exit end of the solenoid. the

coolinq laser is shut off, and durin9 the i3DproximateIv 10 ms of darkness

the atorns drift from the solenoid to the obs-ervation recqion. Those atoms

with the correct velocity (about 40 m/s) to arrive in the observetion reqion

after 10 ms are there irradiated a second time with a 40- b0 us pulse

iron, the coolinq laser. When the coolinq laser i5 switched off the second

time, the velocity di.tribution is observed iollowinq a delay ranqinq from

50 us to several milliseconds.

"o avoid optical pumpinq in the pot-coolinq phase, a maqnetic field

is applied at the observation reqion. 1he field also allows the same fixed

coolinq le.er frecuencv which accomDlished the initial coulinq in the

solenoid to be resonant with the slow atros in the observation reqIon.

Post-cooliriq pulse lenqths of 80-100 us 6re reouired to brinq atoms to

rest, while the lot.er Pulses nearly reverse the velocity. thas implies that

even faster initial velocities could be stopped.

One of the difficu]ties with our earlier work 121 was the sharp oecrease

in observed atom derisitv as longer delayes were used to observe slower atons.

the decrease ia presumably attributable to spreadinq of the atomic beam as

the longitudinal velocity, but not the transverse, is reduced. While we do

not have a ouantitativelv accurate model for this decrease, we have taken steps

to reduce it by usjnq a hexapole focussinq mragnet. The desiqn of the

Myoqnet is discussed elsewhere 171. and consints of six iron rods extendinq

radially from a qaD acproximatelv Z cm in diameter. The hexaoole is ooerated

as an electrornaqnet so that its focal lenqth can be varied. Usinq this

lens, the density of slow ntoms of a Qlven velocity has been enhanced by

a factor of five to ten over what is obtained without the lens.

One of our objectives is to use these recently developed technioues to

realize a loser trap for sodium atoms. Slow atoms with velocities .of

perhaps 40-80 n, s would be focussed Into a separately pumped hiqh vacuum

chamber where they would be stooped by a post coolinq pulse. A laser

trap. desiqned a lonq the lines suqiested bv balibard. Revnaud and Cohen-

lannoudii 18] would capture the slowest atoms in the post-cooled

= velocity distribution. Deoendinq on the exact trap size and depth, we would

_* expect on the order of one tra.oable atom to be in the trap volume after the

Dost-Coolinq pulse, and several more to drift in within.a few milliseconds

of ter.

"he reader is referred to our abstracts for the current DEAP meetlnq

%.. ior additional information concerninq the recent experimental developments.

7h!s work was supported in part by the Office of haval Research.
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DECELERATION OF ATOMS TO ZERO VELOCITY

J. PRODAN, IVAN SO +, W. PHILLIPS, and I. METCALF +

National Bureau of Standards
* Washington D.C. 20234

Laser cooling, the deceleration and compression of the velocity
distribution of free atoms, is used to produce a dense sample of slowly

f moving atoms. In our experiments [1), atoms in an atoric beam are cool-
ed by directing a near resonant laser beam opposite to their motion.
The atoms absorb and then fluoresce the light, changing their velocity
by hv/Mc each time. The maximum attainable acceleration at high light

. intensities is limited to hv/21,,cr; for Na this. is about 10 m/s 2  It
takes about 33,000 scattering events during at least 1 ms to decelerate
thermal Na atoms (v =1000 m/s) to rest along a beam at least 0.5 m long.

As the atoms in the beam scatter light and slow down, their chang-
. ing Doppler shift takes them out of resonance with the laser and they

eventually cease deceleration. We have overcome this problem [1] by
using a spatially varying magnetic field produced by a non-uniform sole-
noid to Zeeman tune the atomic levels along the beam path. For uniform

I deceleration, the proper tuning is achieved by a field given by
Bol 2az/v2 -z where a is the deceleration.

Some atoms in a thermal velocity distribution are moving too fast
to be decelerated at all. Others have speed that matches the experimen-
tal parameters and begin slowing down as soon as they enter the laser
beam. Still others are moving so slowly that they do not interact until
they have travelled to a point where the static but spatially varying

magnetic field has decreased to the appropriate value. Thus all atoms
with velocity slower than some selectable value are swept into a narrow

.velocity group. The result is that the originally wide thermal velocity

distribution is compressed and shifted to lower velocities: this pro-
ccss is appropriately called laser cooling.

We measure the velocity distribution by detecting the fluorescence
from atoms excited by a second, very weak laser propagating nearly par-..

allel to the atomic beam. Because of the Doppler shift, the intensity
of this fluorescence depends on the atomic velocity, and a slow scan of

Ithis laser's frequency results in a fluorescence signal that reflects
* the velocity distribution. This is done in an observation region about

50 cm beyond the end of the solenoid in order to avoid effects from its
fringing field.

Because deceleration does not stop completely when the atoms leave
the solenoid, many slow atoms are lost from the beam in the drift space
between the end of the solenoid and the observation region. Therefore
the laser beam is chopped and we delay observation, allowing the slow
atoms to drift into the viewing region in the dark. Longer delays allow

[- the observation of slower atoms, but there is a lower limit to the velo-
city we have observed, determined by beam divergence, collisions, etc.

In order to detect much slower atoms, we first decelerate them to
about 50 m/s as described above, allow them to drift into the viewing
region in the dark, and then further decelerate them with a short pulse
of light (70 - 250 ps) from the cooling laser, delayed about. 10 ms after

" the cooling process was terminated by the chopper. A 0.02 T field is

U . . . ... - d 1 *%'Lp****%*** ~ ~ ~ ~ p
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applied in the viewing region to Zeeman tune the atoms into resonance
- with the cooling laser. In this way we have produced a sample of decel-

crated atoms with a velocity distribution about 20 r/s I centered at
zero velocity. This second deceleration is very sensitive to the cool-
ing laser frequenicy, and small tuning changes can result in large or
small velocity chages as shown below. The zero of velocity (atomic re-
sonance) is deternined una-mbi guously by using, a saturated-absorption
cell that allows Doppler-free detection of the Na resonances. We have
made a computer rcodel of this deceleration process and compared the re-
sults with our measurcemnts; this is also shown below. The data are the
results of preli.::.inary measurements that may be subject to some small
syste;maotic corrcctions whose estimated size is included in the error
bars. The curves are for different values of laser power as indicated.
Our bet estimate of the power is about 200 n;, but the data fit the

27h i5 ; curve better. This discrepancy pay arise from beam profile ef-
fects, meter calibration, etc. It is clear that we can decelerate atoms
to v = 0, and even reverse their direction. We can do this without a
substantial increase in the width of the velocity distribution.
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